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Appendix 1: Nelson Tasman Housing Preferences Study 2021 

Tasman District and Nelson City Councils procured a housing preferences survey from Market Economics 

and Research First in 2021. This is a survey of 600 residents from Nelson and Tasman, with at least 80% 

from within the Urban Environment.   The survey first asked questions on the importance respondents 

place on aspects and characteristics of dwellings and locations.  These responses are then tied to 

demographic characteristics to understand how people choose dwelling typologies and locations in an 

unconstrained manner (i.e. prices playing no part in choices).  In the second section of the survey, the 

respondents are asked a series of questions about their finances. It is not possible to be as accurate as 

the online banking mortgage calculators as they ask for significantly more detail.  However, the answers 

that emerge from the survey estimates are similar to the online mortgage calculators, although they 

include consideration of equity that the respondent may hold.   

The survey then presented options (drawn from approximately 200 combinations) that are at or below 

the amount respondents are able to spend and the respondent chooses a number of preferred options, 

eventually narrowing down to one preferred option. The prices are in the middle of the range for each 

typology, drawn from Quotable Value, recent sales, build costs etc. Finally, the survey asks whether the 

option in the final assessment represents a typology the respondent would choose in real life and if not, 

why not? The survey therefore gains a detailed understanding of factors important to respondents in 

choosing types of housing (and therefore to Nelson Tasman residents in general), in an unconstrained 

manner as well as in a situation where they must make trade-offs in the price experiment section. 

The results from this survey have informed the Council about housing preferences and will enable the 

council to zone for the correct type of housing in the emerging Tasman Environment Plan. 
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Appendix 2:  Tasman District Council’s Growth Model 

Methodology 

This is the sixth iteration of the Council’s growth model, as it is continuously subject to review and 

improvement.  The model was rerun on 2019 to inform this HBA, however the period modelled extends 

from 2019 to 2051.  Estimates of dwellings likely to be built are made for the period 2019-2021, based 

on consents and known developer intentions. Projections are then made for the period 2021-2051. 

In March 2019, Utility Ltd conducted a peer review of the growth model, to identify potential 

improvements. As a result, the most significant changes to the model were:  

 Consistent definitions and interpretation of Demand and Rollout outputs of the growth 

model, to meet the requirements of the ratings model and development contributions 

model 

 Use of a top-down approach to population projections by growth model area, (i.e. ward 

population projections), based on demographics, development trends and developable 

capacity (i.e. ward population projections  

 Estimates of household size change for each growth model area use percentage change, 

rather than an absolute decrease 

 Review of growth model area boundaries to more closely align with new Stats NZ 

boundaries (SA1, SA2 and urban-rural areas) and with FDS growth areas 

 Use of consistent conversion rates for business land, from hectares to lots, for demand and 

rollout 

There is an internal quality assurance process of the pre-work calculations and inputs, including the 

population, household size, and business land projections by growth model area. The inputs and outputs 

of the growth model are checked against recent trends in population and dwelling growth, and against 

latest Stats NZ projections. 

Each update of the growth model involves three rounds of staff workshops involving a multi-disciplinary 

team, including engineers, planners and resource scientists. Development capacity and rollout is 

calculated for growth model areas by splitting the area into smaller sections, known as Development 

Areas (DA). The boundaries of growth model areas and DA’s are reviewed to align with the FDS, which 

has identified future housing and business growth areas. 

 

In the first round of workshops, each DA is assessed for developability, taking into account land use 

constraints and opportunities such as infrastructure availability and zoning. Preference is given to land 

which minimises hazard risks, is capable of being serviced, compliments settlement form and avoids 

productive land.  

Round One: 
What land is 
developable?

Round Two: 
What is the potential 

yield/capacity?

Round Three: 
How much 

development is likely 
and where will it be?
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In the second round of workshops, the potential yield of each DA is calculated i.e. how many lots can be 

created from the area. Council’s GIS team provide spatial data on the total developable area and staff 

estimate the following variables for each DA: 

 average lot size once developed (based on zoning or likely zoning) 

 the proportion needed for roads, other infrastructure, greenspace, and community buildings 

 the extent that a DA’s terrain will affect its potential for development 

 the proportion of properties which are realistically likely to subdivide or redevelop over the 

next 30 years. 

In the third round of workshops, staff estimate the location and timing of new development (rollout) for 

2021-2051, in line with the latest population growth scenario (demand) and the sequencing of sites in 

the FDS. 

This is based on the: 

 potential yield of each DA (from Round 2)  

 availability and cost of infrastructure 

 current zoning or potential rezoning 

 past development trends 

 current or planned subdivisions 

 developer or landowner intentions 

 typology of development envisaged in the FDS 

Following the workshops there is a reconciliation process to ensure there is sufficient rollout to meet the 

total projected demand for Tasman, including the competitiveness margin required under the NPS UD. If 

a town is unlikely to have enough rollout to meet demand, it will be offset by more rollout in other 

nearby towns which have capacity.  

The ward population projections by Dr Natalie Jackson informed population growth estimates in each 

growth model area, for each year set in the model.  The population growth in each growth model area 

was based on the following: 

 Establishing a baseline 2018 population for each area based on Stats NZ geographic 

boundaries (SA2 or urban-rural areas), Census 2018 data, Stats NZ population estimates as 

at June 2018, and Council data on residential dwellings  

 Allocating a share of each ward’s population growth, taking into consideration demographic 

trends, development trends (e.g. building consents), and future development capacity. 

Population projections for each town (from the ward projection) were then calculated based on the 

model’s forecasts and knowledge about developments likely to go ahead. The population growth at the 

District level is consistent with the 30-year projections provided by Dr Natalie Jackson, based on 

demographic trends. However, Council’s projections at the Ward level may differ slightly, based on our 

knowledge of the location and likely timing of new residential dwellings. 

At this stage, projections by age group are only available by ward and are used as a proxy for the growth 

model areas within each Ward. 
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Growth Model Assessment of Holiday Homes and Workers’ Accommodation 

The growth model considers non-resident demand for holiday home properties or seasonal worker 
accommodation and assumes that each town will maintain the current proportion of dwellings which are 
used for these purposes. It estimates how many dwellings are needed in Year 1 for the base population, 
based on household size. If the existing dwelling count is higher, it estimates the difference is the % of 
dwellings that are ‘non-resident dwellings’.   

The dwelling count data set was initially based on dwelling numbers from Council’s rating database for a 

previous iteration of the growth model. The rating database was not designed to provide this 

information and therefore it is a source of uncertainty through limited accuracy. However, the dataset 

has been progressively updated using building consents for new dwellings and estimates the base year 

count of dwellings for each area. 
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Appendix 3:  Business Land Projections 

The medium growth scenario for Tasman[1] also informs demand for business land in Tasman. The 

Nelson-Tasman business land forecasting model, provided in 2016 by Property Economics, estimates 

future land requirements for three different types of business land (industrial, office, retail). The model 

incorporates national and regional economic and demographic trends, employment projections, and 

employment to land ratios. Further information on how business land projections are calculated are 

provided in the appendices. The land requirements assume that development will be ‘at grade’, i.e. 

single storey. For Tasman, this is appropriate with few two-storey business developments.  

[1] Tasman District Projections 2018-2053 provided by Natalie Jackson Demographics Ltd, November 2019 

The Property Economics report estimates future land requirements in five-year periods to 2038. Latest 

population projections have been applied to the model and the projection period has been extrapolated 

to 2053, assuming the same growth rates as the 2033–2038-year set. The Property Economics model 

produces projected demand for business land in hectares while the Council’s growth model requires 

demand to be expressed as the number of lots. The projections are therefore converted from hectares 

to lots using an average lot size, by business type, by geographical area. More information on this is 

provided in the business demand section of the report. The average lot sizes are based on a District wide 

field survey conducted over summer 2018/2019 of all zoned business land, split by type of business and 

location. 

The Property Economics model projections cover larger areas than the growth model areas, for some 

parts of the District. For those areas that do not align, the Property Economics projections are 

apportioned to the growth model areas based on population share. For Richmond/Māpua, we have 

assumed a greater share will be in Richmond, due to the relatively higher share of zoned business land 

there.   

Property Economics Model Area Growth Model Areas 

Tākaka Tākaka, Pōhara/Ligar Bay/Tata Beach 

Richmond Richmond, Māpua/Ruby Bay 

Motueka Motueka, Riuwaka 

  

The business land projections for each growth model area are based on the distribution of zoned land 

across the District. However, the Property Economics Model report noted that, under the zoned 

distribution scenario, Brightwater has an elevated industrial land demand due to the Carter Holt Harvey 

Mill being zoned industrial. This is a ‘one off’ anomaly and the estimated land requirements for 

Brightwater are more appropriately added to Richmond’s future requirements (the adjacent town with 

significantly more growth). The future demand for industrial land in Brightwater has been assumed to be 

the same as Wakefield, as the two areas have similar population, location and settlement form.  

Nelson City and Tasman District Councils have recently procured an updated business land forecasting 

model, by Sense Partners, which will inform the review of the FDS, next HBA and the LTP 2024-2034.  

Unfortunately, there was insufficient time between receiving this new data and being able to rerun the 

growth model for this HBA. However, its projections for future business land requirements are more 

modest than the Property Economics report, hence Tasman has considered worst case scenario. 

https://auc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DUS&rs=en%2DNZ&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Ftasmandc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FTasRMP%2F_vti_bin%2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2F505275b6a94648f1b9369e245abc0a87&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=1&hid=904DD29F-A0F1-C000-413A-FCF1E3C3CF05&wdorigin=ItemsView&wdhostclicktime=1623810913963&jsapi=1&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=fbe8ab4e-4ce9-4388-99cd-7211e57ef644&usid=fbe8ab4e-4ce9-4388-99cd-7211e57ef644&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected#_ftn1
https://auc-word-edit.officeapps.live.com/we/wordeditorframe.aspx?ui=en%2DUS&rs=en%2DNZ&wopisrc=https%3A%2F%2Ftasmandc.sharepoint.com%2Fsites%2FTasRMP%2F_vti_bin%2Fwopi.ashx%2Ffiles%2F505275b6a94648f1b9369e245abc0a87&wdenableroaming=1&mscc=1&hid=904DD29F-A0F1-C000-413A-FCF1E3C3CF05&wdorigin=ItemsView&wdhostclicktime=1623810913963&jsapi=1&jsapiver=v1&newsession=1&corrid=fbe8ab4e-4ce9-4388-99cd-7211e57ef644&usid=fbe8ab4e-4ce9-4388-99cd-7211e57ef644&sftc=1&mtf=1&sfp=1&instantedit=1&wopicomplete=1&wdredirectionreason=Unified_SingleFlush&rct=Medium&ctp=LeastProtected#_ftnref1
https://www.tasman.govt.nz/my-council/key-documents/more/growth/growth-model/
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Appendix 4: Survey of growers in Tasman regarding seasonal 

worker accommodation 

Seasonal Worker Accommodation in Ownership of Employers  

Of those employers that own accommodation for workers, only 5 companies own purpose-built 

accommodation (the type encouraged by Government for employers using the Recognised Seasonal 

Employer (RSE) scheme). This is a specific, usually large complex built for worker accommodation 

containing units, recreational areas, large kitchen facilities and sometimes on-site pastoral care. In terms 

of other types of accommodation owned: 

 None of the respondents own new build residential houses (i.e. a house in the community, 

built from scratch to meet their requirements rather than altering an existing house.)   

 Eight companies own existing residential houses bought on the open market to house 

workers. This may be off site or on site and may have been built or bought by the grower. 

 Only one company owns a non-residential property (e.g. ex-motel, ex-backpackers) for 

housing seasonal workers and this is an ex-packhouse shed, providing 14 beds.  

 Two companies own caravans or tiny homes to house seasonal workers, providing between 

6-10 beds per company. 

This analysis shows that for the respondent sample of 29 companies, existing residential houses bought 

on the open market or dwellings built themselves on site are the most common, to house workers. 

Despite Government encouraging RSEs to plan for and build purpose-built accommodation for 

employees, only 5 respondents own such buildings.  Some growers identified less need for 

accommodation this year due to the effects of Covid and travel restrictions, as well as the hailstorms in 

Motueka on Boxing Day 2020. 

Accommodation Rented or Leased by Employers for Seasonal Workers 

Of the 35% of employers that rent accommodation (predominantly orchards plus a winery), they 

generally rent or lease between 1 and 6 properties each. The rented/leased properties provide 56 beds 

in total.  Just three companies rent or lease non-residential properties, such as motel units. These are all 

orchards and provide for 150 beds in this way, between 40-60 beds per company.  

In terms of other forms of rented accommodation, four orchards provide accommodation in this way, 

and this includes one orchard hiring cabins and placing them at existing accommodation sites.  Another 

rents an accommodation block on a local winery and another orchard rents 80 beds from another 

company.  

Central Government changed the rules in 2019 for Tasman, over the type of accommodation RSE 

employers can offer workers.  RSE employers cannot rent a residential house they have not previously 

used as accommodation for RSE workers. The fact so many respondents appear to rent properties 

suggests either the house was included in an Agreement to Recruit (ATR) for the RSE worker approved 

before 26 September 2019, or the properties are used to house employees outside of the RSE scheme. 
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Innovative ways are also in use to provide accommodation for seasonal workers, such as renting a block 

on another grower’s site nearby. 

Additional Accommodation for Seasonal Workers in the Future 

A significant 72% of respondents (20 companies) require additional accommodation in the future for 

seasonal workers and this indication is given during the Covid 19 climate. 28% do not require further 

accommodation. 

In terms of the type of accommodation required in the future, the majority (10 companies) want 

purpose built on-site worker accommodation. In addition:   

 One company wants self-contained units  

 One company wants to redevelop its existing accommodation 

 One company wants to share accommodation for its workers with another company  

 Six companies specifically want on site communal type accommodation with an ablution block 

and rooms leading to it 

 One company requires new accommodation 

In terms of numbers of beds required in the future, a maximum of 632 additional beds are required 

from the 20 companies that responded in the survey.  This is a significant number of beds. Most 

companies (16) want up to 40 beds each. Some larger orchards want between 40 and 80 beds and one 

orchard wants 150 beds. 

However, while there is strong demand for worker accommodation in the future, 70% of these 

companies have as yet only identified the need. Six companies are progressing plans for future 

accommodation (30%) and two have building consent.  Two companies have also started construction.  

As part of the review of the RSE scheme by the Government, accommodation requirements will be 

considered more comprehensively. The Government expects employers to plan for more purpose-built 

accommodation as soon as possible and Government may increase the number of workers on the RSE 

scheme but only if there is evidence that employers are reducing the amount of rented housing and 

increasing the amount of purpose-built accommodation. 

Existing TRMP Definition of Workers’ Accommodation 

10 companies (30%) thought the definition of workers’ accommodation in the TRMP is either very useful 

or partially useful. 2 companies found it not useful.  One respondent felt it would be good if they can 

build purpose-built accommodation with the same TRMP definition but outside of grower’s land. (It is 

worth noting that existing rules in the TRMP do not prevent this.)  The TRMP rules also do not prevent 

workers accommodation on a site where there is an existing dwelling. If the workers accommodation 

does not meet the definition of workers accommodation within the TRMP (whereby the kitchen and 

bathroom facilities are not located in a separate building to the sleeping area), then it may meet the 

TRMP definition of a dwelling instead. However, this poses additional complicated rules for growers. 
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Additional Comments 

One respondent felt the Government should be focusing on providing accommodation for seasonal 
workers. This is because in Tasman where rents are high, employers have to provide accommodation all 
year round for their local workforce, otherwise they have no employees. Three respondents called for 
better understanding of workers’ accommodation by Council and an easier consent process. Another 
commented that it was easier to purchase a backpacker lodge for conversion than trying to get 
something through council. 

Conclusion 

Discussions with the ex-chair of Apples and Pears NZ and the chair of the Nelson growers’ governance 

group revealed that there are about 5,500 seasonal workers in Tasman in a given season and about 

1,500 -1,700 of these are RSE workers.   

The future demand for types of seasonal worker accommodation is: 

 Purpose built facilities on site for RSE workers (Central Government requires employers to 
provide these) 

 “Camp ground” facilities (eg kitchen, ablution block) for Kiwi and European backpackers who 
want seasonal work and to freedom camp on the orchard. Some Richmond orchards make this 
group find their own accommodation e.g. at Tahuna motor camp or motels but this becomes 
harder in areas like Motueka, Riuwaka where such facilities don’t exist 

 Rented accommodation for permanent seasonal workers (locals) – the harvesting season now 
lasts 10-11 months in Tasman 

Response  

Based on the average figures provided by the grower chairs, approximately 3,800 seasonal workers in 

Tasman are not RSE workers i.e. they need accommodation in the local area.  Of these approximately 

half are backpackers who wish to freedom camp. This leaves approximately 1,900 workers per season 

who may need rented accommodation.  

Notwithstanding Council’s growth model takes workers’ accommodation into account, anecdotal 

evidence such as this emphasises the need for additional rental accommodation, particularly in the 

Motueka area, where campground facilities are smaller and fewer. The growth model assumes that the 

proportion of workers’ accommodation will stay the same, but this does not take into account growth in 

the horticultural industry for example. Increases in RSE workforces (facilitated by Central Government) 

should be provided for by purpose-built accommodation on the site of the employers.   

The definition of workers’ accommodation in the Tasman Resource Management Plan requires updating 

and improvement to meet the needs of growers and the new Tasman Environment Plan will propose 

this. The survey and discussions with growers have highlighted that purpose-built facilities are sought 

after for workers’ accommodation in the future and therefore the definition in the Resource 

Management Plan needs to allow cooking and ablution facilities within the same building as the 

bedrooms.  
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Appendix 5:  Greenfield Commercial Feasibility Analysis for 

Urban Environment  

 

Commercial feasibility assessment for Highland Drive, Richmond 
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Commercial feasibility assessment for Paton Rise, Richmond South 
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Commercial feasibility assessment for Bryant Road, Brightwater 
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Commercial feasibility assessment for Māpua Drive, Māpua  
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Commercial feasibility assessment for part of the Future Development Strategy site in Richmond South 
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Appendix 6: NPS Urban Development - Requirements of 

Policy 5 for Tasman District Council 

Policy 5  

“Regional Policy Statement and District Plans applying to tier 2 …...urban environments enable greater 

heights and density of urban form commensurate with the greater of: 

(a) the level of accessibility by existing or planned active or public transport to a range of 

commercial activities and community services; or 

(b)  relative demand for housing and business use in that location” 

Must implement policy 5 by not later than 2 years after commencement date (I.e. 20th August 2022) 

Existing TRMP Rules 
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Nelson Tasman Joint Committee (Nov 2020) 

NT Joint Committee approved the inclusion of the settlements of Richmond, Motueka, Māpua , 

Wakefield and Brightwater as part of the tier 2 ‘Urban Environment’.   

The TRMP enables the following types of housing in the Tasman towns listed above: 

Type of housing Richmond Motueka Māpua  Wakefield Brightwater 

Intensive Yes in RIDA, 

operational 

2018 

No No No No 

Comprehensive 

(outside of new 

greenfields 

areas) 

All of 

Richmond, 

except for (i) 

RIDA and (ii) 

the 

Development 

Areas, except 

Richmond 

East 

development 

area where it 

is allowed 

below Hill 

Street 

Yes, outside of 

Motueka West 

development 

area and 

Motueka 

compact 

density area 

Yes, in Māpua  

Development 

Area (large 

area) 

yes yes 

Compact (new 

greenfields 

areas) 

Yes in specific 

locations - 

Richmond 

West and 

Richmond 

South 

Development 

Areas 

Yes in a specific 

location - 

Motueka 

compact 

density area, 

(Grey St) 

Yes in a specific 

location -

Māpua  Special 

Development 

Area (Aranui 

Rd/Tahi St see 

map 87 TRMP) 

No No 

Standard yes yes yes yes yes 

 

Activity Status of Each Type of Housing 

Intensive housing 

Subdivision – controlled 

Land Use (Building and Construction) - Restricted Discretionary 

Compact housing  

Subdivision – Restricted Discretionary 
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Land Use – Controlled and need subdivision application at same time 

Comprehensive housing  

Subdivision – Discretionary 

Land Use – Restricted Discretionary, submitted with subdivision 

Comprehensive provides for a limited form of medium density housing in the rest of the Residential 

zone throughout the District unless specifically excluded. The rule framework for Comprehensive 

development, which has existed in the TRMP since its inception, provides limited encouragement for 

medium density development in practice as it requires high levels of consent, and, other than provisions 

for minimum site size and coverage, provides no design guidance for the public or decision makers. That 

said it has been used in Richmond a lot, especially before the RIDA rules came into operation. 

Standard housing 

Subdivision - Controlled 

Land Use – Permitted in certain zones where first house i.e.. – Rural residential, Residential and Rural 2 
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Appendix 7:  Extracts from the Growth Model for each town in 

the District showing the rollout of dwellings and excess 

capacity released once development area is serviced in the short, 

medium and long term (refer tables 15-17 of the main report) 

 See “remaining lots” final column of tables for indication of excess capacity. 

 Note these tables exclude the competitiveness margin – tables 15-17 have assessed 

capacity including the margin for the Urban Environment (Richmond, Brightwater, 

Motueka, Wakefield and Māpua ) 

 Where a DA has rollout within the 30 years, there is servicing planned. Where a DA does 

not have rollout within the 30 years, it is not planned for further infrastructure 
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Brightwater 
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Richmond 
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Motueka 
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Māpua  
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Wakefield 
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Collingwood 
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Kaiteriteri 
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Marahau 
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Moutere 
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Murchison 
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Pōhara 
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Riuwaka 
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St Arnaud 
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Tākaka 
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Tapawera 
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Appendix 8: 

Summary of investment proposed for the next 10 years for infrastructure and 

community facilities by major town 

Richmond 
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Motueka 
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Brightwater 
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Māpua 
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Wakefield 
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Tākaka 
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Appendix 9: Survey of Businesses 2020 

In October 2020, Council undertook a survey of 500 businesses in the region. The aim of the survey was 
to understand whether zoned business land (and future business areas) are of the right type in the right 
location, ensuring that all our businesses are provided for.     
A 20 minute survey was designed and sent to 500 businesses that were of average or above average 
size, in terms of space occupied, according to type of business zone. A total of 195 responses were 
received (40%).  
Some of the key responses useful to inform this HBA are provided below.  

Size of Companies 

 70% of businesses employ 10 or less people 
 Amount of floorspace occupied is also small on average: 

 
The companies occupying more than 10,000 sq m are farms, tree nurseries, contracting businesses and a 
holiday park. 

Suitability of current site and buildings in meeting space requirements 

 70 businesses felt that their current site and/or buildings meets their current space 
requirements 

 37 businesses felt there was not enough space 

 11 businesses identified spare capacity on site and 

 4 businesses could not answer due to uncertainty over Covid-19 
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In terms of quality of current premises, 88% of respondents to this question rated the quality of their 
buildings as average to excellent: 

Demands for Extra Floor Space or Land 

 26 businesses require more floorspace 

 18 businesses require more land 

 7 businesses could not answer due to uncertainty over Covid-19 

 Of those businesses that require more floorspace: 
 7 respondents require 100 sq m or less  
 8 respondents require between 100-500 sq m  
 5 respondents require between 500-1,000 sq m (Brightwater, Spring 

Grove, Richmond, Motueka)  
 4 respondents require between 2-3,000 sq m (Richmond, Riuwaka, Motueka)  
  2 respondents require more than 5,000 sq m (Motueka, Marahau)  
 Of those wanting more than 500 sq m in floorspace, there are retail and commercial 

businesses, a construction contractor, a manufacturer and 4 engineering workshops 
 In terms of the larger floorspace requirements (more than 3,000 sq m) these 

comprise a horticulture company, a manufacturer and a holiday park.  

 Of those businesses that require more land: 
 7 respondents require 500 sq m or less  
 4 respondents require between 1-5,000 sq m (Richmond, Brightwater)  
 3 respondents require between 5-10,000 sq m (0.5-1ha) (Motueka)   
 3 respondents require between 10-20,000 sq m (1-2 ha) (Richmond, Motueka)  
 1 respondent requires more than 2ha (2.5ha) (Golden Bay)  
 Of those wanting more than 1,000 sq m of land, there is a haulage company, two 

manufacturers, two engineering companies and a recycling business  
 Of those wanting more than 10,000 sq m (1ha) of land there are two construction 

contractors, a manufacturer, a commercial business and an engineering company.  
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Part of the Urban Environment is therefore a popular location for extra land and floorspace 
(Richmond, Brightwater and Motueka). 

Future Relocation Plans and Requirements 

 83% of businesses (102 of the 122 respondents to this question) are not planning to relocate in 

the short term  

 7% are unsure due to uncertainty over Covid 19  

 Just 9% of businesses (9 respondents) are planning to move to new premises in the next five 

years.  

 

Of the 9 businesses considering relocation, most need industrial units/manufacturing/workshops 

and warehouses. Converted offices, depot and civil construction and aggregate outlet are also 

required: 

 

Most companies are seeking sites in Richmond. 

While not reflected in the survey, Council has evidence of a shortage of cool store facilities in 

Richmond, Motueka, Lower and Upper Moutere, for orchard, hops and pharmaceutical companies. 

There have been ten such applications or pre application discussions in the past 3 years. 

In terms of reasons for relocation, the businesses responded: 
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 “bad roads” and “unable to navigate easily and safely out of Beach Road due to intensive 
building practices and poor Council town planning” (from companies in the Beach Road industrial 
area of Richmond  
 “too small an area,” (2), “quality of building and more space required” (from three companies in 
the Beach Road area in Richmond) and “need more capacity” (from a company in Motueka  
 “larger site needed which I own” and “I own the land and extension is half done”  
 “high cost of industrial space to lease; traffic congestion on local roads, contraction of good 
industrial customers in current economic climate” (Richmond)  
 “Location and need for a more commercial space” (Richmond)  

 
The reasons can therefore be summarised as traffic congestion for Richmond, more space required and 
high industrial lease costs (Richmond). 

Downsizing of Company Floor Space 

 Just 7 companies have downsized due to technological developments, operational practices or 
uncertainty created by Covid-19 

 In terms of new practices for their business (which may have an impact on their space 
requirements), the survey revealed the following: 
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Factors affecting Business Location 

The survey responses clearly showed that suitable location, proximity to customers/clients, quality of 
premises, quality of life, road network access and cost of premises or land are most important to the 
businesses when selecting premises to locate their business.  Central Government funding assistance is 
the least important factor on average. 

Dissatisfaction with the road network was a recurring theme in the survey responses, particularly 

around Richmond, Lower Queen Street junction with SH6, at peak times. This was given as a reason 

for relocation outside of Tasman; disadvantages of the current local area as a business location (23 

companies cited this); local issues affecting business (9 companies); and in further comments (16 

companies). 
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Appendix 10 

The extract below from the growth model shows the business ‘rollout’ table for Richmond. 

Development Areas (DAs) 5, 9, 56 and 69 highlighted provide the vacant underutilized capacity factored 

into table 22.  There is more vacant underutilized capacity within the Tasman Urban Environment but 

this is not provided below since Richmond’s is sufficient to make up the shortfall of commercial and 

retail business land in the combined Urban Enviroment. 

The figures below are shown in lot numbers but the lot size assumed by the growth model for 

commercial and retail is 2,000 sq m per lot. This therefore amounts to 27.4 ha from these four DAs and 

it has bene assumed to be spread evenly over the 30 year period since these DAs are already 

serviceable. 

 

 


